Creation college: What universities are teaching

By Angela Franulovich

SEPTEMBER 27, 2005

No one will deny that Liberty University has a distinct academic atmosphere compared to secular universities. But many LU students may not be aware of how distinct Liberty is within Christian academia — and perhaps nothing demonstrates this more clearly than LU’s scientific atmosphere.

Christian academia — and perhaps nowhere more clearly than LU’s scientific atmosphere — includes The Master’s College of the University of Southern California, Thomas Aquinas College, St. John’s College, Wheaton College in Illinois, and Claremont Men’s College in California.

The majority of Christian colleges, it seems, are open to allowing secular scientific theories to override the scriptural authority at least in their science departments.

But according to Dr. David DeWitt, director of Liberty’s Center for Creation Studies, there are only a handful of such colleges in the U.S.

One such college is Wheaton College of Wheaton, Ill. After a 1961 controversy in which one Wheaton professor openly promoted evolution, the college again came under scrutiny for scriptural inconsistencies in its science department with the 2003 release of a PBS television special on evolution.

In the series, a Wheaton field trip was featured in which a water hole was purported to be 33 million years old. According to biblical geologists that trace Jesus’ lineage back to Adam, the earth is less than 10,000 years old.

In an interview, Marty Kilgore campaigns at LU

By Jeremy Webb

While the Republican gubernatorial candidate, Jerry Kilgore, campaigned in Winchester on Friday, his wife Marty Kilgore joined Liberty students in the Reber Thomas dining hall during dinner service to rally support. She was preceded by a host of contributing organizations, faculty and student leaders who informed the audience of opportunities to help in Kilgore’s race to Richmond.

On Aug. 2, Marty Kilgore resigned from her position as associate director of the Tobacco Settlement Foundation to campaign on her husbands behalf. When asked if she would take her job she said, “Yes, of course I will miss my job, but this election is a family affair.”

Although Jerry and Marty Kilgore do not believe in a sexual relationship, they make it home almost every night to share the story of the day. Since resigning, Marty speaks almost every day at colleges, churches, graduations and community organizations, ministering to the people.

Marty is the greatest asset I have,” said Kilgore in a press release. “I always joke with her that she generates more support and enthusiasm at political events than any candidate has. We both consider this effort important to our family.”

Kilgore is leading Democrat Timothy M. Kaine in the polls by four points, but campaign organizers say help is still needed. “You want to help out, well we need help,” said Professor Stephen P. Witham of the Helms School of Government, which is responsible for organizing the event.
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Students were allowed to stay out past curfew in order to eat ice cream while listening to motivational speaker Justin Lookadoo. The late night event, which began at 11 p.m. in the tilling Center, focused on Lookadoo’s book, “Dateable: Are you? Are they?” He explored topics relating to guys and girls, and gave students practical advice on relating to the opposite sex.

Lookadoo began speaking to youth groups while he was still in college. He believes that he could relate to teens in ways that other speakers he had listened to while growing up did not.

“I wanted to be the speaker I never heard,” said Lookadoo, who said he was a “smart mouth” in high school. Because he had such a talent in speaking to teens, Lookadoo was invited to be a Juvenile Probation officer in one of the toughest parts of east Texas, where he specialized in drug and crime prevention.

He was a probation officer for the Smith County Juvenile Probation Department for six years, helping youth assorted everything from stealing to murder. While in Texas, Lookadoo was honored by the House of Representatives of the 90th Texas Legislature for his “immensurable contributions in behalf of young Texans.”

Lookadoo took what he learned from helping troubled teens in Texas and began to share his tips on being “dateable” to students throughout the country. Though Lookadoo is a Christian, he does not limit his outreach to Christian schools alone.

On the contrary, he has spoken to many public schools about his book and on achieving success in life. “Dateable,” according to Lookadoo, is all about relationships.

“It’s all about becoming the person God wants you to be,” he said, “and that’s what makes you attractive.”

Besides “Dateable,” Justin has authored seven other books including “The Dirt on Sex,” “The Dirt on Drugs” and “The Hardest 30 Days of Your Life.” Those who challenge readers to give up an indulgence such as television or radio for 30 days.

Lookadoo hopes to reach even more students when he begins Dateable: The Tour, in January 2006.

Contact Tammy Whelly at tmwhelly@liberty.edu.
Construction continues for 460: Creating: Keeping it real

By Matthew Robinson

"When will the Champion Circle ramp reopen? Why does it need to be closed?" Those questions are being answered. Orange barrels baffling motorists who were used to the Champion Circle and might have expected the nearest available ramp to be open. Before VDOT's involvement, the steep ramp could be lowered and a road should be put in place before construction commences. It is a period when work is taking place, and VDOT has the final concern for VDOT officials. "The ramp is to be closed during construction. It may be several weeks. The Virginia Department of Transportation, Office of Public Affairs, authorized the ramp closure for safety concerns. The ramp is to be closed during periods when work is taking place on the slope above it. This is for safety reasons," said Paula Jones, Virginia Department of Transportation, Office of Public Affairs.
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Kilgore: Drumming up support

Continued from page 1

Molly Fowl and Anie Kolar, two Liberty graduates who played a major role in the planning process, wanted to spread the message of the importance of drumming to students and faculty. "We wanted to make the students feel like they are a part of something," Fowl said. Besides raising support for Kilgore, Fowl and Kolar hope that their efforts will help students become aware of opportunities for hands-on experiences in the political world. "Education with practical experience," said
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Ectogenesis

The procedure that would put an end to abortion

What would you say if I told you the abortion debate is over? What if pro-choice advocates no longer had a cause because science and technology played its trump card in the game of life? What if terminating pregnancies no longer meant killing babies? The answer is the ongoing development of ectogenesis, a procedure designed to grow embryos and fetuses in an artificial womb outside the body of a woman. While this may seem like a procedure out of a science-fiction novel, we must consider the prospects of such a practice and its ethical implications.

Wendy McElroy, pro-choice author of the book Liberty for Women: Freedom and Feminism in the 21st Century, recently discussed the rising issue in an online editorial for intelligentia.com. She wrote, "For better or worse, new reproductive technologies are reshaping the global rules of reproduction." Although not yet perfected, two channels are still being developed to make ectogenesis a reality. The first procedure is aimed at one day helping women who suffer miscarriages or pre-mature births find a safe home for their not-yet-viable fetus. A fetus is placed in a tank of artificial amniotic fluids and connected to tubes acting like a placenta. Scientists from Japan's Hokuriku University under the leadership of Dr. Yoichiro Kuwabara have been successful in keeping goat fetuses alive for weeks at a time using this method.

The second method grows an artificial womb from the cells of a real woman's uterus, then places the fetus in the new environment. In 2002, Hung-Ching Liu of Cornell University and her team were successful in growing uterine tissue in a fluid environment. In 2002, Dr. Yoshinori Kuwabara and Liu believe the technology will be ready in just a few years. Therefore, it is imperative that we as Christians face this issue and consider its possible benefits and consequences now, before a technological Prometheus leads society to an imminent demise. The philosophies of Roe v. Wade were centered at what point a fetus could live outside the body of its mother. It was at this point society is divided. Many states still have abortion of a fetus that has reached the age of viability. If ectogenetic advances are made, can a fetus could survive outside the mother at any time—even from the moment of conception, such as with a vitro fertilization—and abortion would be completely banned. There is no doubt this issue is the new and most deadly threat to pro-choice America's holy grail. As Albert Mohler, President of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, states on the controversy, "But, by any measure, it's good news."

Unfortunately, there are a myriad of questions to be asked when considering the consequences of such an experiment. Ultimately, do the ends of saving a child's life justify the means by which it is done? Are we willing as Christians to put aside the process that has caused 40 million deaths by tearing into our society a new culture of synthetic families? To open the doors of ectogenesis would mean granting not only barren women but also gay couples children of their own. However, another possible drawback is that the issue of sanctity of life would destroy civil liberty as we know it. How much control would a woman have over her body if artificial gestation was controlled by the government as a means to protect the unborn? Would it simply stop at the right to an abortion? Or would the government have boundless jurisdiction in monitoring the health and safety of a fetus? Could officials be given the right to intervene in a pregnancy if the mother abuses her fetus by, for example, a drug or alcohol addiction?

Would society become more promiscuous with a guilt-free ticket out of their pregnancies? Would this in turn cause a surge of childless parents to depend on the state? Aldous Huxley's "Brave New World" foretold a society in which the government completely controlled human reproduction, a system called "doping." Through this process, embryos were grown in laboratories and injected into a highly-structured care system. Through ectogenesis, this prophecy lingers over the horizon. Is it worth saving the lives of children to have them not only unwanted, but then raised by institutions, hospitals, or the government? Regardless of your personal views, a new ideological controversy is just around the bend. Outlawing abortion may one day be possible, but it will only create another political and ethical quagmire for us to navigate through. We must consider the implications of this possibility now, before any such procedure is ever made legal.

Contact Erin at erinfitch@liberty.edu

SpeakUp: What would you be doing if you were not in college?

"I would probably join the military." -Adam Roven, Sr. Lake Odessa, Mich.

"I would probably join the military." -Andrew Mastin, Jr. Richmond Hill, Ontario

"I would probably join the military." -Keith Beck, Jr. Naplesville, Tenn.

"If I wasn't in college, I would be working on my camp's day care center." -Casey Barnes, Fr. Bel Air, Md.

"I would probably be working at my camp's day care center." -Hillary Scott, Fr. Colonial Heights, Va.
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Christian love in an economic crisis

The black numbers are taken down and changed every time you drive by the local gas stations. Human Societies are asking for help with housing, feeding, and catering feeding animals. Every time, television, and restaurant becomes a deep suffering. Prepaid donations and supplies. This has become the daily scene in American towns as our nation faces the reality of the New Orleans disaster. Christians and citizens of a free market capitalist economy, we have the responsibility and privilege to help others in time of need and to contribute our resources to benefit the community as a whole.

Over the weekend, the death toll has risen to 80 as Republican Senator David Vitter estimates that the total death toll for Louisiana could exceed 1,000. And living in shelters, thousands of a free market capitalist economy, we have the responsibility and privilege to help others in time of need and to contribute our resources to benefit the community as a whole.

"Evidently some principles in his (man's) nature, which interest him in the fortune of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing from it except the pleasure of seeing it." Adam Smith

There is no disputing the fact that we are called to live a life that mirrors Christ. By placing ourselves in the shoes of those who have been devastated by disaster, we are showing the believer that there is a time for everything. Those who have been devastated by disaster, we are showing the believer that there is a time for everything. By laying down our own desires and seeking to help those in need through the use of our resources and services, we are being the example of Christ to the world. Whether it is donating your extra time money that you received over the weekend, volunteering at a local shelter, taking a pet from the Human Society or giving blood, you are fulfilling the will of God. This is the best way to become involved for the security and growth of our nation. As citizens, we are called to give to the community as a whole. As Christians, we must seek the community as a whole. As Christians, we must seek to love our neighbor as yourself. What are you doing or planning to do to ensure the freedom and liberty of our economy?

Contact kristie at klrutzel@liberty.edu

Letter to the Editor

After reviewing David Eisenhower's endorsement of Condoleezza Rice for President, I must respectfully disagree. Rice's credentials do not qualify her to be President of the United States. The President of the United States is the elected representative of the people of the United States, a position of great trust. It may be impossible to love your neighbor as yourself, but a person who has served very well in the Oval Office, or other elected office, is entitled to greater trust. During the Bush administration, Rice has gained experience working in Washington, but she has not served, or even run for elected office. Other candidates, like Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney, have demonstrated their ability to effectively handle elected-office, with the unique responsibilities and demands that it entails.

In addition, Eisenhower did not mention this issue, we must consider the belief that the President of the United States should hold. Rice has not stated her positions on some of the most important issues like abortion. She has given no recent in position to her beliefs. Other candidates, like Pennsylvania's Sen. Rick Santorum, have substantiated their positions on the most controversial issues that face our nation, and have defended those positions in the best of campaign without waver.

Finally, Eisenhower's stance that Rice should be elected President because she is an accomplished woman is both dangerous and counter-productive. It is dangerous to elect someone who is the most qualified person to be the leader of our nation because of her career. Rice has not stated her positions on the most controversial issues that face our nation, and have defended those positions in the heat of campaign. In short, because she has never held elected office, because her positions on the most important issues remain unclear, because there are more qualified candidates, and because I do not believe that race or sex should be determining factor, I dissent from the proposition that Rice should be elected the next President of the United States.

Clay Fowley
Junior, Liberty University
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LU helps Mississippi town recover

By Joanne Tung  
STAFF EDITOR

A group of campus pastors and students arrived Sept. 23 to see the devastation in Wiggins, Miss. Walking among the wreckage was Liberty Distance Learning Program student and Pastor Greg Buckley, who has been helping his fellow citizens recover lost items and set up temporary shelter. He has also been passing out any supplies he can obtain. His efforts have been helped greatly by the 26-foot truck sent by Liberty University that arrived over the weekend. The truck delivered diapers and hygiene products such as deodorant.

“(People) couldn't believe we came from Virginia to make sure they had everything they needed,” said Chris Detrich of the campus pastor's office.

Since Hurricane Katrina hit the small town of Wiggins and its surrounding areas, children have not been able to return to school for a significant length of time because of power outages. The schools that did resume halted because of tornadoes, Spiritual Life Program Coordinator Scott Ray reports that churches south of Wiggins have been completely demolished. Displaced families in Gulfport and Biloxi have left and some have journeyed to Wiggins to stay with relatives.

“They're going to need help for a very long time,” said Ray.

Below, students share their experiences from the trip to Mississippi:

I can’t say enough how much I count it a privilege to serve God and others on this trip. I really didn’t know what to expect when coming on this trip. I had seen things on the news and read about different things that were happening, but still didn’t know what to expect. I did know that I had one purpose on this trip, and that was to serve.

When driving through Mississippi, I can’t tell you or describe to you some of the things I saw. I do know that so many times we take for granted the things God gives us. God blesses me in so many ways, and so many times I seem to forget that.

These people have nothing, and we always complain about the little things. This trip made me realize how much God really blesses me. If you’re reading this, let me challenge you in one way: Think about his blessings and stop complaining. I can’t say enough how much I count it a privilege to serve God. I will never forget the smell or the destruction that I saw. Only God could cause something that powerful.

— Cale Duncan
Hockey opens with strong showing

By Scott LaPeer

On Saturday night the first puck of the Liberty men’s hockey season was dropped at the Roanoke for the first time in a reenergized run at a national title.

The Flames appeared to be more comfortable on the ice and the first step in a reenergized run at a national title. A strong outing last year saw the Flames skate to another solid 20-plus minutes of shutout hockey. For the first time since 2006, Liberty out-shot another team, scoring four goals on the scoreboard every game this year, according to Brant Handy said.

A strong outing last year saw the Flames skate to another solid 20-plus minutes of shutout hockey. For the first time since 2006, Liberty out-shot another team, scoring four goals on the scoreboard every game this year, according to Brant Handy said.

The Flames final two goals were an impressive race as they led the Lady Flames by finishing in 25th place, with a time of 24:29. Overall there were more than 100 runners in the men’s race and a total of 32 teams.

The girls continue to look solid and gained valuable experience as we continue our season. For several of the girls, this was the first 5k race and they responded to the challenge,” Tolsma said.

The Flames are off until Nov. 15 when they compete in the Southern Baptists National Meet in Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Contact Casey Polet at cpolet@liberty.edu.

Contact Scott LaPeer at scotlp@liberty.edu.
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Volleyball bounces back

The Lady Flames volleyball team rekindled their spirits before falling and going on to lose a thriller.

Senior Allison Hallock goes all out as the Lady Flames lost a thriller.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP BLESS CHRISTIAN BUSINESS?

LIKE SOMETHING EXTRA CASH?

LIKE TO HELP OTHERS FIND CHRISTIAN BUSINESS?

SCHEDULE, HELP US TO HELP THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED TOYOTA MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS. COLLEGE GRADUATE

Sandra Smith

Please note: These offers expire October 31st.

DON'T FORGET TO HELP US TO HELP THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED TOYOTA MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS. COLLEGE GRADUATE

Sandra Smith

Welcome home to The Vistas!
Lady Flames blanked at JMU

BY CLAYTON WOOD

Last Wednesday did not quite go the Lady Flames way. They entered the match at 0-1-2 in the Colonial Athletic Association. The Dukes would double their lead and go on to win, 3-0. The Lady Flames would lose to JMU.

The Lady Flames were outshot, 12-6. They had 7 corners, whereas JMU had 11.

At the 50th minute, the Dukes were able to get a goal. The Dukes would double their lead and go on to win, 3-0. The Lady Flames would lose to JMU.

After the tie, Liberty stands with 1-3-2 overall and 0-0-1 in conference. At practice, a few of the players said the coaching staff was upset with the tie and the missed chances, but very happy that the team did not give up.

All of the players have been very confident and are looking forward to getting better through practice and playing better as a team. There is nothing really that can be done about missed shots — they are common mistakes and all the team can hope for is to nail them next time.

The Flames are set to battle Southern Virginia on Thursday.

"I do not know what to expect out of this team because we have not played them for several years," Bumbut said.

The guys seem really anxious to get some more wins under their belts. Bumbut and Telesford both said practice is going great, and the team is getting a lot better, but they just cannot walk away with the win.

Our game against Southern Virginia is a good team, but I feel we are better. We just need a few games to get us warmed up and now we are ready for conference action," Telesford said.

Darcy Roberts, the senior forward/midfielder, is expected to be back from the disabled list sometime in October. The Flames have two big matches coming up in October at UVa and Virginia Tech and they will need to be prepared.

The Flames face Southern Virginia Tuesday, Sept. 27 at 7 p.m. at Wofford, and Winthrop Oct. 1 on the LU soccer field.

Contact Corey Crane at coreycrane@liberty.edu.
The third time is not always a charm

By Josh Velilla
SPORTS REPORTER

Sometimes breaking school records can be a very bad thing. Such was the case Saturday on Page B4, THE LIBERTY CHAMPION SEPTEMBER 27, 2005. The Tribe handed the Liberty Flames its third consecutive loss on Sept. 17, Saturday's loss to William and Mary marks the first time in the 33 year history of Flames football that Liberty has been shutout in three consecutive games. Since being delayed. According to Dr. Thorn Park, Liberty's Athletic Director, many people that have been aware of the construction, which was the bad weather which they had dug was more unexpected than they had anticipated and they deemed it unsafe to build. The manpower just has not been available. The first half ended lopsided at 28-0 after yet another touchdown drive by the Tribe capped off by a one yard touchdown run by Elijah Brooks off of a pitch by quarterback Mike Potts. After forcing Liberty to punt on its opening drive, the Tribe started out the second quarter by marching 79 yards in 12 plays and extended the lead to 14-0 off of a one-yard touchdown pass from Potts to receiver Matt Trinkle. Though Liberty's next drive was more productive as the Flames continued on fourth down and drove 36 yards to a tie, William and Mary retook possession with seven minutes remaining in the half and drove 69 yards and made it 24-0 after Elijah Brooks scored his second touchdown on a one-yard run up the middle.

By BJ Williams
SPORTS REPORTER

The Arthur L. Williams Football Operations Center, the two-story building that will be located at the northern end of Thomas Road, will contain a locker room, equipment and laundry zone at Williams Stadium. It was scheduled for completion for the fall of 2006. If the previous athletic facility upgrades are any indication, this latest one will definitely be worth the wait.

Contact: BJ Williams at bjwilliams@liberty.edu.

Construction resumes on operation center

REGENT UNIVERSITY PREVIEW WEEKEND
NOVEMBER 10-12, 2005 VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA

For over 25 years, Regent University has been preparing Christian leaders to advance in their careers and succeed professionally as well as personally. During preview, you'll have a chance to see the campus, talk to our professors and meet others like yourself who are ready to change their lives—and the world. Attend the Virginia Beach Campus Preview Weekend, November 10-12. Here's what you'll experience:

• A comprehensive overview of Regent and the graduate program(s) of your interest
• Opportunities to meet students and alumni with goals similar to yours
• Personal access to our distinguished deans and faculty
• A tour of our beautiful, Georgian style campus
• A complete review of financial assistance

RSVP Today: www.regent.edu/preview_weekend
Call: 800.377.5504

School of Business • School of Communication & the Arts • School of Divinity • School of Education Robertson School of Government • School of Law • School of Leadership Studies School of Psychology & Counseling

Contact: Josh Velilla at jvelilla@liberty.edu.
It's about that time of the year. To returning students, the concept is familiar and expected, but to the new freshman it may come as quite a surprise...and the agonizing fact comes simultaneously with the load, worldview, etc. "I'm a poor college student!"

With all of the excitement during the first few weeks of classes, bank accounts rarely get checked and what was once a comparatively large number is down in only the two numbers on the right side of the decimal point.

Textbooks, notepaper, coffee...and flash-drives, wireless card, countless cups of coffee at "The Drowsy," rip-free gym membership, 

Once a comparatively large supply of finances that was worked so hard for during the year. To returning students, the concept is very important. I also like to know how much time the applicant has spent at each job.

She also very clearly expressed the need for people skills. "The way people interact with customers is something that I notice...Good customer service is a must."

Smith said. As a tip for those seeking employment, she says that in order "to get a job, you need to be able to show what you can bring to the table."

Molly Gilbert, who owns the store. "There are many times when I get too busy to call back applicants, so it is always good when they call me. Calling after an interview is a great way of showing that you are very serious and interested in working, and that means a lot."

Customer Service Manager Tracy White of Dick's Sporting Goods said she wants to know if applicants will be able to stop during Christmas break, since many of Dick's employees are Liberty students and request time off.

While she also explains, "If you are unable to work at a sporting goods store, an energetic and upbeat personality will be something that makes you stand out."
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The fear of long words is called hippopotamus problem, but sometimes bad hygiene can cause sickness. Aside from catching a virus or bacteria, they can still get sick. However, this doesn't mean that healthy people carry staphylococcus bacteria on their bodies. Campus Doctor Robert Lane said, “Typically this is not a problem, but sometimes the bacteria can lead to infection.”

Lane explained that while most staph infections are commonly treated, there is one type of staph infection that can make you become a nurse for sports teams. This type of bacteria, known as Staphylococcus aureus, has the ability to become methicillin-resistant (MRSA). This type of infection is posing a problem for sports teams because several athletes have contracted the disease and treatments are limited. “Like many schools, Liberty has had the battle with MRSA among the athletes and to a lesser extent on the student body,” said Lane. “This is due to the fact that no students are being followed for this condition,” he said.

So how can students prevent developing MRSA? As you may have already guessed, the most effective way to prevent a staph infection is by simply washing your hands. It cannot be said enough that proper hygiene will keep you from developing this type of infection.

As mentioned earlier, students that are physically active are at a higher risk of developing a staph infection. This means that students who spend time at the gym need to practice proper gym etiquette. “Wash your hands after you work out, showered off after working out with antibacterial soap, and don’t share skin to skin contact with people,” advised Jenny France, manager of the Lafayette Student Center. Kinect confirmed that the student center has a thorough cleaning schedule in which all the equipment is disinfected daily. However, if students do not use proper hygiene, no matter where they are working out, they are still at risk of developing a staph infection.

PROTECT YOURSELF!

It is estimated that 25 to 30 percent of all people have staphylococcus bacteria on their skin or in their nose. This bacteria usually doesn’t cause a threat unless there is a break in the skin, such as a cut, scratch or bug bite. However, with staph infections becoming an increasing problem among athletes and on college campuses, here are a few easy ways to help avoid them:

* Keep your hands clean by washing thoroughly with soap and water for at least 20 seconds.

* Athletes and anyone who works out in a fitness center are encouraged to shower and wash with antibacterial soap after all practices and competitions.

* Keep cuts and abrasions clean and covered with a proper dressing until healed.

* Avoid contact with other people’s wounds or materials that could be contaminated from wounds, including towels, clothing and sports equipment.

When it happens in the earlier hours, everything seems so severe at first. It’s just you, the coffee lady, some people taking their children to Liberty Christian Academy and members of student or two walking the campus halls.

From appearances alone, you would never expect anything. But you know better than to go by appearances. You know by the sweat on the brow of those walking, by the shortness of breath, the tension in the air, that all is not well.

Then, the clock hits 300, 305, or 315, or one of those weird times when classes end. It is then that panic and maybe a little terror fills the air. The floor begins to vibrate, mother’s hold their children under chairs and wall decor begins to shake. Thieves move in the direction of the roof peak because they have no choice. The choice is in go to that direction or be trapped. Being trapped would not be good.

Every once in a while you will see a lone soldier who dares to brave walking in the opposite direction. Bless you for your courage, soldier.

Eyes are glazed over, nostrils are flared, and hooves, I mean shoes, are clicking and squeaking against the floor. They don’t see the people around them or the walls, they just want to try not to act like they do because they would have to stop and say "al" of which course, would result in being tramped. With some of the high heels that girls are sporting these days, being tramped definitely would be hazardous to your health. Am I exaggerating? Of course. But you close attention somewhere, if you have not yet, to the craziness when classes are over. It is almost comical. Almost.

For a few minutes, you might think you are walking on the streets of New York. Or in a few cases, in a bus. Or train with a few cases, being tramped would be the last thing they would have to do because they would have to stop and say "al" of which course, would result in being tramped. With some of the high heels that girls are sporting these days, being tramped definitely would be hazardous to your health. Am I exaggerating? Of course. But you close attention somewhere, if you have not yet, to the craziness when classes are over. It is almost comical. Almost.

For a few minutes, you might think you are walking on the streets of New York. Or in a few cases, in a bus. Or train. Being tramped would not be good.

Try explaining your "you can’t be at Liberty‘‘ fee that pops up on your accounts to anyone on your mom and dad.

Contact Marlies Johnson at mjohnson@liberty.edu.